
Tasmanian Industry Participation Plan Executive Summary 

Distribution Design, Engineering and Estimation Services 

Procurement details 
Procurement ID (TASNET number) TASNET-936002 

Procurement title Distribution Design, Engineering and Estimation Services 

Name of Responsible Agency/Entity Tasmanian Networks Pty Ltd t/a TasNetworks 

Supplier details 
Name of supplier Hydro -Electric Corporation t/a Entura

Executive summary 

Entura is a local State owned business and is all about developing the skills of Tasmanians and exposing 

them to other mainland and international opportunities to develop our technical skills and bring this 

knowledge back to Tasmanian industries.   

Entura is part of Hydro Tasmania, and due to its unique asset-owner heritage, their technical expertise is 

grounded in more than 100 years of experience contributing to the Tasmanian economy in areas such as 

development, operation and maintenance of renewable energy and water infrastructure. 

Entura currently employs 204 people from their Cambridge location that work in such fields as strategy, 

planning, design and construction through to operation, maintenance, risk management and training. 

Entura creates safe and sustainable power and water solutions that make a positive and enduring 

contribution to its clients and communities. 

Entura operates according to its procurement policy which defines the principles relating to Hydro 

Tasmania’s procurement of goods and services and aims to integrate safety, environmental and social 

considerations into its procurement procedures and practices in line with its sustainability and buy local 

principles. 

For the “Distribution Design, Engineering and Estimation Services” that Entura staff shall undertake, during 

the course of the project, their team members will be available to share this knowledge and to provide 

training to other Entura and TasNetworks personnel with a view for these skills and knowledge to remain 

in Tasmania.  This is likely to generate new opportunities and skill areas for Entura’s Tasmanian based 

personnel for the long-term.  If Entura need to employ more staff then they shall do so with recruitment 

preferencing staff to be located at Entura’s Cambridge, Tasmania office.  All our profit is returned to the 

State Government and ultimately the people of Tasmania. 
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